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ADEQ Staff Introductions
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Trevor Baggiore, Director
ADEQ Water Quality Division

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore (you will transition to Theresa Gunn at the end of this slide)Welcome!Introductions of ADEQ StaffBen Bryce, Legal SpecialistTheresa Gunn , Office of Continuous ImprovementDavid Lelsz, Program Manager for the  Surface Water Protection Program
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Muted

Not                               
Recording

Different 
Approach 
for Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Theresa Gunn



Feedback 
During 

Webinar
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Specific questions will 
be asked for your 
feedback.

Please submit 
comments when 
prompted.

Can provide online 
feedback as well.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Theresa Gunn (you will transition to Trevor  at the end of this slide)
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Agenda

The Program Elements

Initial Protected Waters List

Feedback Questions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore (you will transition to Ben Bryce at the end of this slide)Today we will reviewMajor elements of the proposed program The details of the proposed initial  protected waters listIncludes the listing criteria for the initial  protected waters listAnd will also include the proposed means for adding or subtracting waters from the listAny major revisions to the DRAFT Legislation posted on December 4Opportunity for feedback on the DRAFT Legislation and going forwardTransition to Ben Bryce
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PROPOSED PROGRAM: MAJOR ELEMENTS
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Applies 
Current 

Programs 

AZPDES 
Permits

Impaired 
Waters 

and 
TMDLs 

Water 
Quality 

Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben Bryce To begin, I wanted to cover the two major elements of this proposal.  First, the proposal will apply current programs to non-WOTUS waters on a protected surface waters list. These are programs like AZPDES permitsTotal maximum daily load development and implementation, and Water quality standard development Because we are applying the same programs, the types of activities that will require a permit will be the same. Second, the proposal establishes that protected surface waters list. This list will comprehensively show all waters protected under a state program, including a map of those waters. State waters will be divided into three tiers, which determines their eligibility to be included on the protected surface waters list. Any additions to, or subtractions from the list will be done through a public process, and will be appealable agency actions. 



Defined 
Listing 
Criteria
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The “Shall List” Waters
The 8 major rivers, drinking water 
sources, public waters used for 
recreation and fish consumption, etc. 

The “Shall Not List” Waters
Swimming pools, stock tanks, 
stormwater control features, 
groundwater, ephemeral waters, etc. 

The “May List” Waters
Any other state waters when the 
benefits outweigh the costs.

Draft Proposal Section 
3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben Bryce Section 2 of the current draft proposal covers the three groups of waters.This section adds subsection G to ARS 49-203, and sets out the requirements for listing and delisting waters on the protected surface waters list. waters of the state are divided  into 3 groups: The Shall List watersThe Shall Not List waters. The May list waters. Here you see a flavor of the waters that belong in each groups. �The shall list waters include the 8 major rivers, drinking water sources, waters used for recreation and waters where people catch and eat fish. The shall not list waters include swimming pools, stock tanks, groundwater, ephemeral features, and others. You can, of course, find a complete list of the shall and shall not list waters in the draft proposal. Anything that doesn’t fit into the shall list or shall not list groups is a may list water. These waters can be added to the list, so long as the social, economic, and environmental benefits outweigh the costs. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben Bryce Before we go much further, we want to clarify how the program would still protect against negative effects of discharges to ephemeral features. While ephemerals would not be protected surface waters with set water quality standards, they often serve as conduits, transporting water, nutrients, and pollutants to downstream perennial and intermittent waters. Our proposal would require permits for discharges to protected perennial and intermittent waters, even if those discharges are initially made to upstream ephemeral waters. Under both the clean water act and our program, a permit is required for discharges directly into a protected water. That is what you see on the graphic here.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben Bryce However, a discharge can still require a permit even if it isn’t directly into a protected water. If a person discharges to a channelized conveyance, and the discharge flows to a protected water, that discharge will also require a permit. It might help to think about a discharge into an unregulated ditch. If a person discharges into a ditch and that discharge flows to a protected water, the discharge needs a permit. In this hypothetical, the ditch doesn’t need to be protected for the discharge to be regulated. The same principle holds for a discharge to an ephemeral wash. In both these cases, the discharge would be regulated because it reaches the protected surface water through a conveyance. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben Bryce However, in a case where the pollutant doesn’t reach the protected surface water, ADEQ will still step into ensure that negative impacts are protected against. In this slide you see where a discharge doesn’t reach a protected water, but it does reach groundwater. In that case, the discharge would need an Aquifer Protection Permit to ensure that the water in the aquifer is protected.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben Bryce  (you will transition to Trevor Baggiore  at the end of this slide)In cases where a discharger is unsure whether their discharge will reach a protected water, they can investigate to make sure. They can also get a permit to protect against the possibility that their discharge reaches a protected water. Remember, under the proposed program, and unpermitted discharge to a protected water is a violation. 
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Aquifer Protection Program

Solid Waste and Haz Waste 
Regulation

Surface Water Protections for 
WOTUS

Surface Water Protections 
for Non-WOTUS Waters

Drinking Water 
Regulations 

Water Quality 
Standards

ADEQ’s Protective Shield

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreIn the previous slide you saw an example of where our proposed program  would work together with the Aquifer Protection Program to protect human health and the environment. It is important to remember that the surface water protection program would only be one part of ADEQ’s full suite of programs to protect human health and the environment. All of these programs work together, and some threats that aren’t covered by the surface water protection program will be covered by another. Trevor will walk us through a few examples of how that looks in practice. 
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Release 
into a 
Wash

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore (you will transition to Ben Bryce  at the end of this slide)On Dec 8 2020, an Aquifer Protection Permitted  water reclamation overflowed and discharged to the nearby wash.1500 gallons in the releaseWhat was the violation?Discharge not authorized by the permit; Violation of the Aquifer Protection PermitHow did we address the problem/what authority did we use?City had a prompt response and cleanup, reports filed meeting the requirements of the Aquifer Protection Permit programADEQ conducted a virtual inspection to December 11;   monitored clean up effortsAs of this 12/15/2020, the work is complete
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Discharge 
to a Wash

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreConcrete batching facility had an uncontrolled release from equipment washoutLiquid released from property to roadway and ditch (red arrow)0.75 miles to American Gulch (turquoise arrow), an ephemeral waterbody that is impounded for recreational use (fishing primarily)How did we address the problem/what authority did we use?Onsite inspection Own used its own powersFacility will be required to discharge to the  lined impoundment in accordance with the Aquifer Protection Permit statutesFacility has returned to compliance 	



The 
Initial 
List
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Summary of Initial List 

How List was Created

The Map

Process for Changing 
List

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben Bryce (you will transition to Theresa Gunn at the end of this slide)In the next few slides, I’m going to provide a summary of the initial list that we are proposing, and the rational we used to create itI’ll show you a draft map of the Protected Waters List waters, available on our websiteAnd finally I’ll cover the proposed process for adding or removing waters as we get more informationAs I do that, we have a question we want you to consider; Theresa?
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Question

Please enter in the questions 
box, your response to this 
question:

Please list any “wet” surface 
waters which should be 
ADDED to the initial list. 
● Where is the water? 
● Why should it be added?
(Note: Must meet shall or may list criteria)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Theresa Gunn (you will transition to Ben Bryce at the end of this slide)The Protected Waters List has been available on our website Since Dec 4During your review of the initial list of waters, are there any wet waters which you think should be added. If you are not ready to respond today, you can comment using the online survey and respond by Dec 22Please use the question feature to tell us which water you think should be added and why it meets the criteria for listing. Be as specific as possible.Later on today we will also be asking for water you think should be removed from the list.  Please do not enter the removed waters until we prompt you to do so.While you ponder the question about which waters should be added, Ben is going to tell you how we created the initial list



The 
Initial 
List
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Draft Proposal Section 
20

Total Perennial & 
Intermittent Waters 

Appendix B 
Waters

Major Rivers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben BryceIn the most recent draft proposal, we gave you our initial protected surface waters list. We developed that list from Appendix B. As most of you know, Appendix B is a list of waters in rule that were protected under the Clean Water Act. After the most recent change to the definition of WOTUS, many of the waters lost Clean Water Act protection. We started with the 912 waters on Appendix B and removed 84 ephemeral waters note, that the only ephemerals included are the main stem reaches of the 8 majors. The Bill Williams River, The Colorado River, The Little Colorado River, The Gila River, The Salt River, The San Pedro River, The Santa Cruz River, The Verde Riverwe also removed 38 stock tanks2 gravel pitsA series of canals without that weren’t used as a drinking water sourceand 1 golf course pondThis makes 787 waters on the protected surface waters list, when paired with the 8 major rivers, this is 86% of the waters on Appendix BTransition to the map slide
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DRAFT

Initial
DRAFT 

Map

https://azdeq.gov/
permittee-
meeting-

resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben BryceHere you see that list rendered as a map. You can find an interactive version of this map on our website. https://azdeq.gov/permittee-meeting-resources
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Listing and Delisting Waters: A Public Process

Listing & 
Delisting 
Decisions 

Nominations

Appealable agency actions, not rules

The “Shalls” are mandatory

“May List” waters are discretionary

Any person may nominate

Public notice required

Draft Proposal Section 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben Bryce (you will transition to Theresa Gunn at the end of this slide)The list in the draft proposal, and the map that you see online will not be set in stone. The list can and will change as ADEQ gets better information. These listing and delisting decisions will be appealable agency actions, not rules. Listing or delisting is mandatory or discretionary, depending on the tier of the water involved. Unlisted Shall list waters MUST be added to the List when they are identified. Listed Shall not list waters MUST be removed from the List if they are identified. The director has discretion to list May List waters when the benefits outweigh the costs Any person may nominate a water to be added or removed from the Protected Surface Waters List. The director must provide public notice of received nominations. 
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Responses

Please enter in the questions 
box, your response to this 
question:

Please list any “wet” surface 
waters which should be 
ADDED to the initial list. 
● Where is the water? 
● Why should it be added?
(Note: Must meet shall or may list criteria)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Theresa Gunn
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Question

Please enter in the questions 
box, your response to this 
prompt:

Please list any waters which 
should be REMOVED from 
the initial list. 
● Where is the water located? 
● Why should it be removed? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Theresa GunnAs mentioned earlier, we would like for you to let us know if there are any waters which should be removed from the list. Again, please be specific as possible and let us know why the water should be removed.While you are thinking about this and adding your waters to the questions feature, we have a few more slides to share with you.
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Water 
Quality 

Standards

Draft Proposal Sections 3 
& 20 

Current water quality 
standards will apply

Can be changed through rule

Will follow the requirements 
of A.R.S. 49-221. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben BryceWaters protected on the protected surface waters list will need standards. Under this proposal, the standards that ADEQ has already set in Appendix B will continue to apply to protected surface waters. These standards can be changed as necessary in the future through rulemaking. The process for setting water quality standards already exists in statute. A.R.S. 49-221.When setting standards for both WOTUS and non-WOTUS waters, the director must consider things like protection of public health and the environment, past, present, and future usesand impacts to hydrologically-connected watersand others. For a complete list of requirements, you can, of course, refer to the statute.  However, non WOTUS waters have a unique requirement. Before setting standards, the director must consider the economic, social, and environmental costs and benefits that would result from the adoption of a water quality standard at a particular level for for a particular water category. 
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AZPDES 
Permits

Draft Proposal Sections: 2, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 

16, 17, 18, 19 AZPDES program will apply 
to protected surface waters

This includes all elements of 
the AZPDES program

Will not create federal 
oversight into this program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben BryceLike standards, the AZPDES program will also continue to apply. We made changes throughout the legislative proposal to ensure that the AZPDES program applies to waters on the protected surface waters list. This means the entire AZPDES program, including individual and general permitspretreatmentstormwater permitsand more, will apply. However, we took care to ensure that this would not introduce federal oversight into this purely state program. 
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Rules for 
Protected 

Waters

Draft Proposal Section 
19

Current rules will apply 
without needing a rulemaking

Can be changed in the future 
through rulemaking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben BryceThis proposal is designed to function right out of the gate. We want to implement the program as soon as the legislation becomes effective, without needing an additional rulemaking. To that end, this legislative proposal applies current AZPDES rules to the new program. These are the rules found at title 18, chapter 9, article 9 of the Arizona Administrative Code. However, we will likely find places where these rules don’t make sense for discharges to non-WOTUS waters. In these cases, the director may change these requirements through the normal rulemaking process. 
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Impaired 
Waters and 

TMDLs

Draft Proposal Sections 
4, 5, 6, 7    

Impaired waters and TMDL 
programs will apply to 
protected surface waters

Will not create federal 
oversight into this program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ben Bryce (you will transition to Trevor Baggiore at the end of this slide)Similarly to the AZPDES program, we proposed changes that would apply the impaired waters and TMDL program to waters on the protected surface waters list. This means that protected surface waters will be monitored, and if appropriate, listed as impaired. ADEQ will develop total maximum daily loads for impaired waters, or TMDLs. These TMDLs can have effects on permits for discharges to impaired waters. Our last major issue is how to handle discharges of dredge and fill material, which Trevor will address. 
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Responses

Please enter in the questions 
box, your response to this 
prompt:

Please list any waters which 
should be REMOVED from 
the initial list. 
● Where is the water located? 
● Why should it be removed? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Theresa Gunn  (you will transition to Trevor at the end of this slide)Ok, let’s look at some of the waters which have been suggested to be removed from the list
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Input 
Needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore (you will transition to Theresa Gunn at the end of this slide)
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Question 

Please enter in the questions 
box, your response to this 
question:

Based on stakeholder input regarding 
protection of listed surface waters from 
discharges of material from dredge and fill 
activities, ADEQ is considering adopting 
best management practices (BMPs) for 
these activities. 

What do you think about adding BMPs 
for construction activities?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While Trevor is discussing the issue, the question will be displayed.After Trevor’s explanation we will read some of the comments.
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Input 
Needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore (you will transition to Theresa Gunn at the end of this slide)	Road construction	Run offTEXT FROM OUR EMAILSeveral stakeholders have asked ADEQ to include water quality protections for construction or other activity inside protected waters in the framework for the Surface Water Protection Program. Others have commented that the current Federal implementation of the Clean Water Act 404 program has become an overbroad, land-use regulation that should not be emulated in Arizona. ADEQ requests your input on the best way to protect water quality from discharges of material, while avoiding the overbroad elements of the Clean Water Act Section 404 program.  ADEQ would consider the inclusion of clear best management practices or permits by rule for waters on our protected waters list; other concepts will be welcome. 
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Responses

Please enter in the questions 
box, your response to this 
question:

Based on stakeholder input regarding 
protection of listed surface waters from 
discharges of material from dredge and fill 
activities, ADEQ is considering adopting 
best management practices (BMPs) for 
these activities. 

What do you think about adding BMPs 
for construction activities?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While Trevor is discussing the issue, the question will be displayed.After Trevor’s explanation we will read some of the comments.
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Question 

Please enter in the questions 
box, your response to this 
question:

List any sections of the draft 
legislation which are unclear 
or need refinement.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Theresa 



Additional
Input, 

Feedback
Due Dec 22

Online Feedback

https://www.surveymonkey
.com/r/SWPPSurvey 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreSurvey will be sent just after the end of the meeting.



NEXT STEPS

All comment due: Dec 22

Final revisions to draft 
legislation by end of year

Submit to Legislature for next 
session

33

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore
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